
 

   

  HAPPY        After 

                        HOUR* 6:00pm  

COCKTAILS…Nicole is responsible for these and she is crazy. 

SHERRY/MONTILLA…Spain has given us Gaudi / Don Quixote / Xavi and…

VERMOUTH…these aromatized wines cure all evils   

*Flight of Three 1oz. Tastes of any of these elixirs… you pick’em or we pick’em  10.00 

APERTIF…these aromatized wines might not cure all evils    

BEER…it’s beer, just drink it! 

HOT BEVERAGES…served hot, to warm the spirit AND the belly 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 HAPPY Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*  6oz.       3oz. 

DRY* RIESLING: yes, Riesling is always DRY…except when it is technically NOT 

Riesling is just as DRY as every other grape / wine on the planet. 

How DRY is Riesling? Well, so damn DRY that: 

-Apostle Paul’s epistle to the Romans commends Riesling’s subjugation of residual sugar 

-the Bonneville Salt Flats is positively overflowing with water in comparison 
*what does DRY mean: simply put, it is the virtual lack of residual sugar in the finished wine.  

OR, the lack of perception of said residual sugar in a wine. Remember, we are dealing with taste which is the 

most subjective thing on the planet. Also note: we can measure sugar in wine…see below numbers. 



 

 

 

 HAPPY Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*  6oz.       3oz. 

FRUITY RIESLING: yes, Riesling is a grape…and a grape is a fruit. 

And that grape fermented into wine should therefore smell and taste fruity. 

Do not be scared of fruit. Our ancestors ate it. 

And it is one of the two major food groups, along with coffee (from Philz, of course). 

RIESLING 2019 COLORING PAGES 

They will bring you enlightenment and contentment  

while Riesling, the wine, brings a smile to your face. 

Choose between Neuschwanstein Castle and Martin Luther. 

*Flight of Three Tastes of any of the Rieslings…we pick’em  26.00 

*Flight of Five Tastes from the world of Riesling…yup, we definitely pick’em    39.00 



 

 HAPPY Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*  6oz.       3oz. 

RIESLING DUALITY I: Riesling disguised as the most terroir-driven wine, ever 

*Flight of 3oz. tastes of these two insane wines  28.00 
**unfortunately, these two wines are NOT part of the Riesling Flights on the previous page** 

 

 



 

 HAPPY Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*  6oz.       3oz. 

HISTORY: yes, you are drinking a wine that is 48 years old! 



 

 HAPPY   Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*     6oz.       3oz. 

SPARKLING 

WHITE



 

 HAPPY   Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*     6oz.       3oz. 

CHABLIS 

Flight of Three Tastes of chardonnay grown in chalk, that tastes of “Needle”     26.00 

My Mom’s Thoughts / Misgivings about CHABLIS

HISTORY 

TERROIR 

GRAPE 

A.O.C. STUFF  

 



 

 HAPPY   Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*     6oz.       3oz. 

SAUVIGNON BLANC…from a place where Pascaline Lepeltier is happiest

THE GREATEST VIN BLANC ON THE PLANET…at least, according to Nicole 

THE GREATEST VIN BLANC ON THE PLANET…at least, according to Emily Ann

THE GREATEST VIN BLANC ON THE PLANET…at least, according to Tira 



 

 

   

“The only thing  

godforsaken around here  

is the damn noise… 

this place is too loud!” 

Paul’s mom 

$22.00 

Cork Dork  
“is the only guide you 

require for your 

journey  

from wine innocence  

to vinous 

enlightenment.” 

Jack Kerouac 

$15.00 

 

 “When I read 

Peter LIem’s 

champagne  

I see stars… 

and I get thIrsty.” 

Dom Perignon 

$64.00 

 

 

“Never make a 

decision when 

you need to pee” 

Leonard Cohen 

Okay, okay,  

now to the 

slightly more 

important stuff 

AND the most 

important thing, 

the  

GREATEST WINE 

BOOK ON THE 

PLANET 

$55.00 

“This book  

is  

HUUUUUUGE-ly good. 

So good,  

I must have  

written it.” 

Donald Trump 

$32.00 
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   HAPPY  Glass      Taste 

 HOUR*   6oz.        3oz.                                                                                                                                  

PINOT NOIR: Philip the Bold loved this grape above all others 

*Flight of Three Tastes of the above Pinot Noirs…you pick’em or we pick’em  26.00 

*Flight of Five Tastes of the above Pinot Noirs…we definitely pick’em  43.00 

CHÂTEAU MARGAUX*: oh mamma, a gift from the old gods 

CABERNET FRANC: the father of Cabernet Sauvignon! 

ALL HAIL CHILE: literally, a perfect place to grow wine 



 

HAPPY      Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*  6oz.      3oz. 



 

 HAPPY      Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*  6oz.      3oz. 

CHÂTEAU CHASSE-SPLEEN: all hail the Dutch and their draining techniques 

Flight of Two Tastes of Château Chasse-Spleen  20.00 

CHÂTEAU MAZEYRES: ah yes, the Romans drank here 2000 years ago 

Flight of Two Tastes of Château Mazeyres  19.00 



 

 

 HAPPY      Glass     Taste 

 HOUR*  6oz.      3oz. 

MOURVÈDRE vs. MONASTRELL 

Flight of Two Tastes of mourvèdre vs. monastrell  14.00 

ALL HAIL NEBBIOLO…the Ronaldo of grapes 

Flight of Two Tastes of the nebbiolos  20.00 



 



 

 


